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AMAZING RACE 
The most exciting iPad Team event in Switzerland 

 

The Amazing Race is the first real-time photo rally in Switzerland! Over 50 photo missions are waiting to be 

solved. Which team will master all the challenges and who will win in the end? The highlight of this excellent 

and award-winning new event form is the live evaluation of all photo missions by the game master.  

 

And this is how it works: After a short introduction by the event manager, the teams are asked to solve as many 

photo missions as possible within a certain time. For this purpose, each team is equipped with an iPad. The app 

installed on the iPad shows them the upcoming missions, registers points and networks their devices in real 

time with the devices of the other teams. They only have to think, combine, discuss and play by themselves. 

The framework is set solely by the time and the goal of achieving the maximum number of points. After the 

return of all teams, the exciting award ceremony follows. The winner is... 

 

Duration 2 - 2.5 h 

Availability - Daily 

- 365 days a year 

Location Throughout Switzerland 

Price per person - 20 to 1000 persons  

- Small groups on request 

Price additional info From CHF 69.00 per person, depending on the group size 

Included in the price - Event preparation: consulting, timing and scheduling, adaptation to your 

individual end location 

- Event implementation: Fully supervised event activity by experienced and 

motivated event leaders and guides (introduction, team allocation, support, 

showdown) 

- Team equipment: team bag incl. iPad, map, roadbook 

- Software features: live score, team visibility, souvenir photos 

Not included in the price - 7.7 % VAT 

- Logistic: outward trip and return trip 

Additional options 

per person 

Photo Show & Video Showdown Price on request 

Languages - German 

- English 

- French on request (price by time and cost) 

Tipp Combine your event with a team cooking, dinner or apero. 

 


